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 The Secretary of Defense: Umpire or Leader?*

 Arthur D. Larson, University of Wisconsin/Parkside

 The role of the Secretary of Defense has been a major focus of
 post-World War II concern over the structural aspect of civil supremacy
 and control. Under the original conception of the role embodied in the
 National Security Act of 1947, the Secretary was expected to exercise
 little positive leadership. He would help establish overall policy includ-
 ing budget ceilings, enforce budget allocations among the services, settle
 interservice disputes, and manage the civilian aspects of defense, while
 leaving strategy, forces, weapons, and other military matters to the
 services and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It soon became clear, however,

 that to achieve the functional, budgetary, and policy unification, and
 the strengthened civilian control, which were the objectives of the
 National Security Act, the position of the Secretary would have to be
 strengthened. The amendments to the Act in 1949, 1953, and 1958-
 and particularly the latter-substantially increased the authority and
 responsibility of the Secretary of Defense, making it possible for him to
 exercise active leadership throughout a broad range of military and
 civilian matters.

 It remained for Robert S. McNamara-armed with a mandate for

 change from a new President together with sophisticated management
 concepts and tools, and possessing unique qualities of personality and
 intellect-to forge these legal powers into a positive leadership role for
 the Secretary of Defense, the influence of which was felt from White
 House councils to the lowest levels of the Department of Defense. No
 cabinet member of recent times has been the subject of such searching
 examination during and so soon after his tenure of office as McNamara.
 Indeed, he had been in office only four years when a half dozen major
 articles and a book had been written about him and his conduct of the

 office of Secretary of Defense.1 The two books under review here are
 additions to this McNamara literature.2

 *Alain C. Enthoven and K. Wayne Smith, How Much Is Enough? Shaping the
 Defense Program, 1961-1969 (New York: Harper & Row, 1971); and James M.
 Roherty. Decisions of Robert S. McNamara; A Study of the Role of the Secretary
 of Defense (Coral Gables: University of Miami, 1970).

 'William W. Kaufmann, The McNamara Strategy (New York: Harper and Row,
 1964). For brief sketches of the Secretaries of Defense through McNamara, see
 Carl W. Borklund Men of the Pentagon; From Forrestal to McNamara (New York:
 Praeger, 1966).

 2 We have nothing from McNamara himself as yet except an edited collection of
 speeches and congressional statements made while he was still in office. Robert S.
 McNamara. The Essence of Security; Reflections in Office (New York: Harper
 and Row, 1968).
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 Roherty's Decisions of Robert S. McNamara is supposed to be an
 evaluation of McNamara's conception of and performance in the role of
 Secretary of Defense.3 Roherty suggests that by 1961, the year Mc-
 Namara assumed office, two concepts of the role of the Secretary had
 emerged: a generalist role, a product of the practices and conclusions of
 Secretaries Forrestal, Lovett, and Gates; and a functionalist role, which
 while practiced by Secretaries Wilson and McElroy, was "imposed" on
 the defense establishment from external sources. While these two role

 types differ in several important ways, the crucial difference is the place

 they afford to policy. In the generalist role, the Secretary of Defense is
 principally concerned with politics and policy. He is a politician whose
 judgement is the outcome of a pluralistic bargaining process in which
 legitimate but conflicting interests are reconciled. The responsibility of
 the Secretary is manifested by his "coordination and integration of
 judgements" at the "levels of policy, strategy, resource allocation, and
 military operations."4 The central concern of the Secretary in the
 functional role, on the other hand, is management and efficiency.
 Policy is formulated by political and military professionals with only
 minor participation by the Secretary. His task is to communicate policy
 and translate it into effective programs. The authority of the Secretary
 is reflected in his active participation in every functional area of the
 organization.

 Moving to an evaluation of McNamara's role, Roherty states that
 McNamara attempted to "fuse" the generalist and functionalist roles.
 Instead of keeping policy and policy formulation at the center of this
 fused role, and management in the supporting role which it must play,
 he subordinated policy to technique, rejecting the political processes by
 which policy must be formulated and substituting technical processes in
 their place. Since it is "well known that the inclusive, pluralistic
 bargaining mode of policy formulation is antithetical to the exclusive
 processes of administrative decisions," the result was apolitical policy
 and the decline of the policy process. Roherty evaluates the McNamara
 period in overall terms as follows:

 The ascendency of management and the decline of policy, the
 elaboration of structure and technique, and the faltering of inno-
 vation and bargaining mark the McNamara years. It is clear that
 while imagination and flexibility are vital in the determination of
 policy and strategy, the thrust of the new management has made

 3James M. Roherty. Decisions of Robert S. McNamara; A Study of the
 Secretary of Defense (Coral Gables: University of Miami, 1970).

 4 Ibid., pp. 62-63.
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 for increasing rigidity. It is clear that while a creative, reenforcing
 tension between military and civilian professionalism is indispensa-
 ble to national security policy, the thrust of the new management
 has been to neutralize such pluralism. The new management is, in
 a word, apolitical.5
 Here Roherty loses his way, for he does not treat his assertions about

 the McNamara period as a hypothesis to be demonstrated, but as an
 indictment to be "proven." His "proof" consists of a discussion of the
 premises and tools of McNamara's "new management" and their appli-
 cation in two major weapon systems decisions (the advanced strategic
 bomber and a second nuclear powered aircraft carrier), in which he
 dwells on all of the alleged deficiencies of these premises and tools but
 fails to mention their advantages, and repeats the tired arguments about
 downgrading the military, substituting numbers for judgement, and
 ignoring the Joint Chiefs of Staff. His discussion is superficial at best,
 and he certainly does not, as he promises in his introduction, elucidate
 "the connections between his [McNamara's] decisions and the conceptu-
 al scheme of which they are the products." 6 In fact, he does not draw
 conclusions from his case studies, but leaves it to the reader to arrive at

 his own. While Roherty's analysis of the types of roles which evolved
 for the Secretary of Defense up to 1960 is a valuable contribution, the
 book gives the overall impression of being an attempt to provide
 intellectual trappings and rationalizations for the by now conventional
 criticisms of McNamara-many of them self-serving and without
 merit-by those who objected to his attempt to establish effective
 civilian control of the services.

 Roherty maintains that McNamara's "new management" destroyed
 or at least made impossible the pluralism necessary to the formulation
 of a "political" defense policy. He is apparently unaware of, or chooses
 to ignore, the ample evidence that in the 1950's "pluralism" in the
 Department of Defense was resulting in political policy which while
 "acceptable" policy as far as the services were concerned, was not
 necessarily "good" policy from the standpoint of the national interest.
 The deficiencies of the traditional policy process in the Defense Depart-
 ment are the starting point of Enthoven and Smith's How Much Is
 Enough?, a review of the work of the systems analysis staff during
 McNamara's tenure as Secretary of Defense.7 Both authors are former
 "whiz kids," Enthoven having been Assistant Secretary of Defense for
 Systems Analysis, and Smith his Special Assistant, under McNamara.

 Ibid., pp. 20-21.
 "Ibid., p. 18.
 7Alain C. Enthoven and K. Wayne Smith. How Much Is Enough? Shaping the

 Defense Program, 1961-1969 (New York: Harper and Row, 1971).
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 Enthoven and Smith point out that the traditional defense policy
 process, in which the services (and intraservice groups) reached agree-
 ment through compromise while the Secretary of Defense merely
 enforced budget ceilings and allocations, encouraged continuing upward
 pressure on defense budgets, provided no rational way to decide among
 competing weapons systems, and resulted in unmet military require-
 ments; and that there was no one in this process with the responsibility,
 inclination or means to relate defense policy to the national interest. It
 was the view of McNamara and the authors that

 the only satisfactory answer to the problem is for the Secretary of
 Defense personally to shape the defense program in the national
 interest-to study the problems of strategy, force requirements,
 and budgets in detail, to explain and defend his conclusions to the
 Congress and the public, and to supervise the execution of his
 decisions.8

 The task of the systems analysis staff was to help the Secretary exercise
 this active leadership in defense policy formulation and implementation
 by providing effective staff assistance which was independent of the
 military services and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and which reflected the
 viewpoint of the Secretary of Defense and the President.

 Critics insist that McNamara and his "whiz kids" came to dominate

 the policy and management processes in the Defense Department,
 substituting "quantitative analysis" by civilians for the "professional
 judgement" of the military. Roherty alleges, for example, that under
 McNamara's "active management," a policy framework is set by the
 secretary; much of the data base is provided by the secretary; judge-
 ments are invited by the secretary; decisions are made by the secre-
 tary. "9 Enthoven and Smith make it clear that this was not and could

 not have been the case. The systems analysis staff was concerned
 principally with strategy and force planning. It was not directly in-
 volved in the traditional functional areas of defense management, nor in
 many weapons system decisions (for example, the TFX), and was
 concerned only with certain management aspects of the Vietnam war.
 It did not displace the Joint Chiefs of Staff as the principal source of
 military advice to the President, an arrangement which would have been
 illegal in any case. They also emphasize that systems analysis cannot be
 and was never intended to be a substitute for judgement in the defense
 policy process. Rather, it is a tool which by delineating alternatives,

 8 Ibid., p. 6.
 9 Roherty, pp. 70-71 (author's italics).
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 clarifying possible consequences, and reducing uncertainty, can make
 judgement-whether civilian or military-more effective.

 Certainly it does not appear from the authors' discussion of its role
 in several major force and strategy decisions that systems anslysis
 resulted in the substitution of technique for policy or the depoliticaliza-
 tion of policy. With respect to NATO forces and strategy, for example,
 the systems analysis staff was able to show that contrary to the
 long-held view that NATO forces were confronted by overwhelming
 Soviet and satellite strength, the conventional ground and air strength
 of NATO and the Warsaw Pact were more or less evenly matched. This
 result was achieved not by esoteric mathematical analysis with compu-
 ters, but simply by careful examination of certain "facts" and "assump-
 tions" which were almost sacred within NATO. This work contributed

 to the reorientation of NATO policy away from a reliance on United
 States' nuclear forces as a deterrent to Soviet aggression, a strategy
 which had been adopted in the early years of NATO because it was not
 politically or economically feasible to mobilize sufficient conventional
 forces among NATO members to oppose the supposedly "overwhelm-
 ing" Soviet conventioanl strength, to a greater reliance on conventional
 forces. This, in turn, contributed to the reorientation of United States'

 policy away from massive retaliation toward flexible response. In this
 and other policy decisions, according to the authors, systems analysis
 did not displace or override traditional military and civilian sources of
 information and judgement, nor short-circuit the decision-making pro-
 cesses, but provided a firm analytical foundation for policy decisions by
 political authorities.

 One of the clearest lessons of the past two decades in civil-military
 relations is that civil control of defense policy and management, while
 ultimately the responsibility of the President, requires a strong active
 leadership role for the Secretary of Defense if it is to be effective. The
 significance of How Much Is Enough? does not lies in its story of the
 part played by systems analysis in defense decisionmaking during the
 1960's, but in its demonstration of the necessary conditions for such a
 role for the Secretary of Defense: that he have access to independent
 and sophisticated analysis which will enable him, not to ignore institu-
 tional factors, but to see them in proper perspective in making opera-
 tional, management and policy decisions which are in the national
 interest. Unfortunately, Enthoven and Smith, because of an apparent
 concern with defending the record of the systems analysis office under
 McNamara, do not draw from its vast experience over a nine year
 period a systematic set of concepts and principles which could be used
 to refine and strengthen the role of systems analysis in defense decision-
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 making-and, in fact, perhaps reform the entire defense decision-making
 process. Recent efforts to downgrade and even eliminate the systems
 analysis office make the availability of such principles and concepts
 particularly important. Despite this omission, and the authors' over-
 simplified views of the institutional motivations, capacities, and limita-
 tions of the military services and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, this book is
 without question one of the most important among the many which
 have appeared recently dealing with civil-military relations.
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